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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is a huge amount of distributed and dynamic sharing resources that are provided on request to clients over the Internet instead of having a local server or personal devices to deal with applications. Usually, cloud servers don't work at full power; means there's some processing power will be unused. To make use of this wasted power, it's possible to use the mobility which is used to migrate application software, data or jobs among cloud servers. The problem with such technology is the privacy. In this paper we proposed a policy management framework to protect the privacy while applying the mobility method in the cloud environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition
Cloud computing is a huge amount of distributed and dynamic resources that are provided on request to clients over the Internet. Various resources can be provided from computing power, storage and services that are provided on request to clients over the internet [13]. In general, the cloud computing resources sitsuate in massive data storage centers and is managed by a third group, who offers computing infrastructures which can be approached from anywhere by anyone with internet services [9]. A lot of authors, such as [6, 11, 15, 10, 14], draw up the fact that cloud computing provides computing power, software, storage on demand distributed over the internet and managing large scale of data. Figure (1) shows the architecture model for the cloud computing. Cloud services let individuals and businesses to utilize software and hardware that are organized by third parties at remote sites. Such examples of cloud benefits include social networking sites, online file storage and webmail. Because of the economic benefits for providers and users, cloud computing becomes popular as it increases the revenue for cloud provider and lowers the costs for cloud users [2, 17, 7]. The cloud computing system gains access to information and computer resources from anyplace that has a network connection [3].

Fig. 1. Cloud Computing Environment [18]

There is a modern model theory that divides cloud computing into four recognized models. This model is called Cloud Computing Deployment Models [5, 12]. The model is called the Public model, where services and resources are accessible to the public by using the internet. This environment points out that a user has the ability to use only the required services and pay only for their use, but the system is organized and hosted by a third party. The main worry in this method of cloud environment is the security.

The second model is the Private one, in which services and resources are accessible within a private organization. This environment points up the advantages of integration, optimization of hardware deals and scalability. The main worry is the complexity, as this environment is organized and hosted by internal resources. Security is not a main issue compared to the public cloud as the services are reachable only through private and internal networks.

The Third one is the Community model, where services and resources of this method are shared by different organizations with a shared aim. It may be arranged by one of the organizations or a third party [16]. The last one is the Hybrid model. In this method mixes the methods from the private and public clouds, where resources can be utilized either in a public or a private cloud environment [19]. The advantages and the concerns are a combination of the earlier methods.

1.2 Mobility
Mobility is the capability to migrate, move or rearrange application software, data and/or jobs between cloud servers. This technology is called Computational Mobility. Mobility makes possible to complete the jobs and users requirements in cloud environment. Also, it assists cloud evolution, improves performance of operating applications by repositioning data to
the intention host, consequently; reducing the communication consumption and solving the load balancing problems. Computational mobility can be called a control migration, data migration, link and object migration [4]. In this type of migration data and codes are allowed to migrate and execute on many systems among the network. Also it presents shifting execution control and the capability to link software elements at runtime as migrating from one system to another and back to the original system over again. There are two types of mobility. The first on is the Weak Mobility (WM), which allows code to migrate through the networks but without its execution states. The second type is the Strong Mobility (SM), in which the code and execution state are moved to start again at a new resource. Using this way can save running time, processor, registers and program counters.

The rest of the paper will be organized as follows. The next section describes the system architecture. This section includes the Cloud Computing Architecture and the Mobile Cloud Architecture. In section three, we discuss future possibilities and conclude the paper.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Cloud Computing Architecture

Figure (2) shows the components of the cloud computing system. Usually it is divided into two parts; the front end and the back end parts. The two parts are connected to each other through a network, normally the internet. The first side (front end side) is the side where the computer users, or clients, access the cloud computing system using computer (or computer network) and the applications required for this connection. Not all cloud computing systems own the similar user interface. The other side (the back end side) consists of various servers, computers and data storage systems that build the “cloud” of computing services environments. The organizer of the cloud system is a central server which is responsible for administrative, monitoring traffic and client requests to guarantee that the whole thing runs efficiently [20].

![Fig. 2. Cloud Computing Architecture](image)

2.2 Mobile Cloud Architecture

The central server in the cloud system follows a set of rules called middleware [20]. Middleware permits networked computers to speak to each other. Usually, servers don’t operate at full capacity; means there’s some processing power will be wasted. To make use of this wasted power, it’s possible to divide the server into multiple virtual servers, each one running with its own operating system. This method is called server virtualization. The advantages of such method are maximizing the output of single servers and cut down the need for additional physical machines. Alwada’n in [1] introduced a mobile cloud framework that can support the mobility in the cloud system. In this framework, the central server has the ability to relocate jobs or data or even applications from one server to another depending on the new jobs requirements. To explain this process, let’s assume that a new job comes to the cloud system and this job has specific requirements (application, data or hardware requirements) and these requirements are available only on some servers. In this case the central server can move, migrate, one or more running jobs with its execution code (strong mobility) to other available servers that can fulfill their requirements. These process of moving have created a chance for the new job to be process in the vacated server(s).

So, the mobility is done when a new job comes to the cloud system, the central server checks if this job can be processed in one of the available servers. When the central server reached to the result that no available server has the needed requirements to fulfill the new job, it asks the mobility server (one of the sub servers of the central server) to determine the busy servers that can process the new job and the availability to relocate any of the running jobs from those servers. Figure (3) shows this architecture. If the mobility server managed to relocate one of the running jobs, in this case the new job can be processed in the vacated server.

![Fig. 3. Mobile Cloud Architecture](image)

Figure (4) shows an example of the previous mobility process. In this figure Job (A) asked for a job from the cloud system, but only Server (1) can satisfy this job. The best way to solve this issue is to vacate this server from any running jobs inside and move Job (A) to it.

The infrastructure of the cloud normally depends on web models (over SSL) to establish and access account information for the external users, and allows them to change or reset their keys (passwords) with a new ones by email in what can be considered as unencrypted communication [13]. This means the privacy of the users’ data and ability to give the permissions to handle this data to a specific domains or users by the original data owner is less than expected.
Security is an essential element in cloud computing. For any Cloud environment, there should be methods to offer security, including authentication, authorisation and data encryption. It can be seen that the stages of anonymity and privacy provided by cloud to the external users will be less than the user of desktop in numerous situations [8]. Alwada’n and others in [21] proposed a framework that has a solution that may solve the privacy issue in the cloud system. This method is applied by giving the users the control over their data by sending their policies along with their job. Policies are groups of regulations, standards and practices written by one or more owners of jobs or administrators of resources about how their resources, jobs or data can be handled and used. Policies decide how a job should be done, how security is applied in a domain and how an organization organizes, secures and distributes their resources. That means the user policy should be taken into account when taking the final decision. Figure (5) shows how this framework works.

As shown in the Figure (6) when the users send their data or jobs to the cloud system, they send their policies as well. Also when Job (B) was vacated from Server (1) the mobility server sent the Job (B)’s policy along with the job to the new server (Server 2). Although mobility model has increased the traffic within the cloud system and the time needed to find the suitable server to process the cloud jobs, but it has given the cloud users and the cloud system the ability to control their data and job movements in the cloud system.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As cloud computing becomes one of the most modern technologies used at the moment, the need to use and take advantage of all of its resources without wasting its power is a serious problem for such technology. The mobility model has solved such a problem by migrating or relocating resources among cloud servers. The problem of such technology is the privacy. We presented in this paper a policy management framework to protect the privacy while applying the mobility method in the cloud environment.
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